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Description
In her latest colouring book, Millie brings you her own selection of the most remarkable animals on earth to colour in. A huge wildlife fan 
since she was a child, Millie has researched curious creatures which are fascinating to look at, have amazing survival skills, intriguing 
behaviour and courting rituals and are wildlife wonders. Meet the adorable Macaroni Penguins with their yellow crests, the showy King 
of Saxony Bird of Paradise, the enduring camel, the majestic flying fish to the long-lived walrus and mighty moose.

Millie Marotta's Curious Creatures features animals from all over the world, from all kinds of habitat, from the sea to the mountain tops 
and from Arctic cold to hot deserts. Remarkable birds, fish, mammals, reptiles and invertebrates are all brought to life by Millie's beautiful 
illustrations.

Key Selling Points
Latest colouring book by No.1 bestselling author Millie Marotta
Millie's personal selection of the most remarkable and fascinating creatures on earth
A treasure of some of the most beautiful, resourceful and enduring animals on the planet in Millie's inimitable illustrations

About The Author
Millie Marotta is a freelance illustrator working in her studio by the sea in a little corner of West Wales. She has developed a mild 
obsession with all things flora and fauna, which, along with intricate pattern and detail, remains an ongoing theme in her work. She 
works in both traditional and digital media and enjoys working on a diverse range of projects which include editorial, advertising, 
merchandising, design for web, textiles and bespoke original works.
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